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Introduction
Rough set theory [1] was provided by the Polish scholar Pawlak in 1982, which is an imprecise and incomplete mathematical tool. Attribute reduction is one of the important researches in rough set [2] , whose idea is to delete irrelevant or unimportant redundant knowledge under the condition of keeping the classification or decision-making of information system unchanged. In general, computing the minimum attribute reduction of the information system is a NP-hard problem [3] [4] [5] [6] [7] . As a result, some scholars make use of the genetic algorithm to solve this problem [8] [9] [10] [11] . With the advantage of global optimization and implicit parallelism, the genetic algorithm does not depend on specific areas, providing us with an effective way to solve search and optimization problems with limited cost.
Genetic algorithm is global searching algorithm based on the principle of biological evolution. The main idea to calculate attribute reduction by making use of genetic algorithms is to design coding and the fitness function. In the genetic algorithm, the value of the fitness function of the individual on population is firstly computed, and then the size of the fitness function value is as a searching basis. Therefore, designing the fitness function is essential in the genetic algorithm. In this paper, the control factor is added to the fitness function, in order to ensure the less attribute reduction and the stronger distinction ability. At the same time, the attribute significance as heuristic information is introduced in the improved genetic algorithm, so that the search space is reduced in the process of attribute reduction. Making use of the relative core as the initial population, the convergence speed is accelerated and the optimization of chromosomes is guided. Finally, a numerical experiment is to illustrate the efficiency of the proposed attribute reduction algorithm based on the improved genetic algorithm and the minimum attribute reduction is convergent at a fast speed. Given a decision table  ( , , , 
Preliminaries Definition 1.
, define the significance of condition attribute C with respect to decision attribute
, the significance of condition attribute aC  with respect to decision attribute
As shown above Definition 8, if delete a condition attribute a from a set of condition attribute, the significance of condition attribute a is the difference set of dependence between the condition attribute set C and the condition attribute set {} Ca  , if the difference set of dependence is bigger, the more important of the condition attribute, otherwise, the less important of the condition attribute.
Property 2. A condition attribute a C
 is necessary in set of condition attribute C with respect to D , whose necessary and sufficient condition is ( , , ) 0
From the property 3, it can easily compute () Core C , and then let the core add to the initial population, which can speed up the convergence of the algorithm.
The description of the Improved Genetic Algorithm
The genetic algorithm provides genetic search that belongs to the global search strategy for finding an optimal solution to a given problem. In the attribution reduction task, genetic algorithm provides better solutions, but affected by the selection of fitness function. It is important to select the fitness function, because it is directly related to the speed of convergence and whether to find the optimal solution. In our proposed genetic algorithm, an improved fitness function is presented. At the same time, a revising operator is introduced which uses attribute significance as heuristic information in order to achieve the purpose of guiding the evolution of chromosomes. The detailed description of the improved genetic algorithm is shown as the following steps.
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The Encoding Method of Condition Attributes
Using genetic algorithm can not deal with the data directly to do attribute reduction. At first the encoding problem must be solved, a binary encoding is made in the algorithm, so the coding schemes are as follows: Let the set of condition attributes be 
The Design of improved Fitness Function
In the genetic algorithm, the fitness function is a sole basis to control the natural selection of the populations. According to the definition of discernibility matrix and the requirement of the genetic algorithm in computing attribute reduction, the fitness function is constructed as follows:
The function is composed of two parts: one part
indicates the chromosome x that are not included in the proportion of condition attributes. When the chromosome contained the less number of attributes, the value is greater. Then the probability of being selected is higher.
is a control factor, which ensures a superset of computing attribute reduction is superior to the decrease of the number of condition attributes. The other part
indicates the distinction ability of the condition attribute X . The value of () px is bigger, the stronger distinction ability of the chromosome x , so that the higher probability of being selected. Therefore, the proposed fitness function can obtain the best search results.
Revising Operator
There is a phenomenon that the convergence of the algorithm is slow, because the chromosome relies on the fitness function value solely to control the direction of evolution. To solve this problem, according to the definition 7, a revising operator is introduced. The algorithm uses attribute significance as heuristic information in order to achieve the purpose of guiding the evolution of chromosomes. According to the definition 7, the bigger value of () Sig C , the greater distinction ability. The revising operator algorithm describes how to revise the best individual. Algorithm 1 ： The revising algorithm of the best individual
if p X  { Extract the corresponding attribute reduction i C from the gene bit "1" in chromosome X . According to the feature that the small value of attribute significance to be high probability of being selected, the corresponding attribute reduction i C from the gene bit "1" is to be An Improved Genetic Algorithm for Attribute Reduction in Rough Set Theory Changsheng Zhang, Jing Ruan, Huasheng Zou extracted, and then exchange the corresponding gene bit "1" to "0" of the chromosome X ， at last the new chromosome ' V is obtained. } { else Extract the corresponding attribute reduction i C from the gene bit "0" in chromosome X . According to the feature that the big value of attribute significance to be low probability of being selected, the corresponding attribute reduction i C from the gene bit "0" is to be extracted, and then exchange the corresponding gene bit "0" to "1" of the chromosome X ， at last the new chromosome ' V is obtained.
Step 3: computing fitness function value ' () fV of the new chromosome，output ' V ， ' () fV .
Select Operation
In the genetic algorithm，using select operation to achieve survival of the fittest process of the individual in groups. The running steps are as follows:
Step1: Calculate the sum of fitness function value of individual in populations
Step 2: For each individual in populations, calculate the relative fitness function value of individual, that is to say, the probability of genetic individual to the next group is ( ) ( ) /
ii CF x F x M 
；
Step 3: Using the roulette wheel method to determine the times of individual to be selected.
Step 4: Take the optimal preservation strategy, if the i th generation of the best individual fitness value is greater than the 1 i  th generation of the best individual fitness value, then replace the best individual in the i th generation for worst individual in the 1 i  th generation, by this method, the algorithm is convergent for sure.
Cross Operation
Cross operation is the main method to generate new chromosomes, in this paper, we use single-point crossover strategy. To choose a certain individual to take part in crossover at a certain probability c P , for each pair of individuals, select each intersection randomly, and then exchange part of the individual chromosomes in their cross-point, thus generate next generation of individuals.
Mutation Operation
Mutation operation is an auxiliary method to generate new chromosomes. In this paper, viewing attribute importance as heuristic information, individual variation points are selected by the mutation probability 
Core C is the minimum relative attribute reduction，the calculations terminates, otherwise， turn to Step3； Fx , Take the optimal preservation strategy, then copy the best individual of the biggest fitness function value to the next generation, according to the selection probability () CF x to calculate the selection probability of single individual, using the roulette wheel method to determine the selection of individual.
Step5：Randomly selected a pair individuals, according to the probability of cross operation c P ，take the single cross operation strategy.
Step6：According to the probability of mutate operation m P do the cross operation.
Step7：If the fitness function value of the best individual is keeping constant, then the algorithm terminates; or the number of the individual in populations exceed the maximum evolution algebra, then the algorithm terminates, otherwise turn to Step4.
Experimental results
In this section, in order to illustrate the performance of our proposed algorithm, the Zoo dataset that taken from UCI database is taken into account, with different numbers of objects. In this experiments, the paremeters are set to the following values: the initial population value is set to 18, the maximum evolution algebra is 50, the crossover probability is 0. In this paper, the result of attribute reduction in the Zoo database is {animal name}, which is the same as in paper [8] . From the experimental results shown in Table 1 and Table 2 , it can be seen that An Improved Genetic Algorithm for Attribute Reduction in Rough Set Theory Changsheng Zhang, Jing Ruan, Huasheng Zou our proposed algorithm is more efficient than the algorithm in paper [8] . From Table 1 we can see that the chromosomes evolve to the sixtheenth generation, and the best chromosome is emerged, that is the corresponding gene bit 10000000000000000, which keeps ten generations constant. The algorithm evolves to twenty-six generations together; From Table 2 we can see that the chromosomes evolve to the twelfth generation, the best chromosome is emerged, that is the corresponding gene bit 10000000000000000, which keeps ten generations constant. The algorithm evolves to twenty-two generations together. As analyzed above, the efficency of our proposed algorithm is better than the algorithm in paper [8] . What's more, in the improved genetic algorithm, the increasing range of average time of computing fitness function is less than the increasing range of records. For a larger decision table, there do not exist a situation that the performance of algorithm in a sharp decline due to the rapid growth of records. All in all, our proposed algorithm can provide competitive solutions efficiently.
Conclusion
At present, attribute reduction is one of the important researches in rough set theory, genetic algorithms has attracted wide attention due to its unique advantages, with the combination of rough sets it is increasingly becoming a hot research. To obtain the minimum relative reduction in the decision table, in this paper, an attribute reduction algorithm for rough set based on improved genetic algorithm is presented. At the same time, a heuristic information based on attribute importance is introduced in the improved genetic algorithm, and then add the core to the initial populations. At last, an experimental results shows that the algorithm of computing attribute reduction can effectively compute the attribute reduction in the decision table, especially for a larger decision table, the time can save much significantly. The next step is to study how to make use of the global and parallel feature of genetic algorithm to deal with practical applications.
